
ID#                                          Exam 2 PS 306, Fall 2000

Once again, keep in mind that the Skidmore Honor Code is in effect. As you leave the exam, you
will need to sign a sheet indicating that you have adhered to the Honor Code. Read each question
carefully and answer each question completely. Show all your work…that’s the only way I can
give you partial credit. If you spot any errors in the design of a study, please point them out and
indicate how you would go about correcting them. Good luck on this exam!

1. You should know a bit about the bystander apathy effect (e.g., some discussion in the textbook
and some discussion in class). Remember that Lance Shotland studied the extent to which people
were more or less likely to go to the aid of a woman being accosted by a man if it did ("I don't
know why I married you!") or did not ("I don't know you!") appear that the two people were in a
relationship. Suppose that you were interested in designing a study in which you looked at this
variable (Level of Relationship) and also at the number of bystanders present. You are limited to
3 levels of the Number of Bystanders variable, but you are free to choose which they are.  [20
pts]
a. Briefly describe the design that you would use for this study (completely between/independent
groups, completely within/repeated measures, or mixed) and tell me why you would choose to do
so.

b. You want to have a minimum n of 25 for this study. Describe the study you would conduct in
sufficient detail that I can see that you have given thought to how you would actually go about
constructing the experiment and collecting the data.



2. Regardless of how you might have chosen to design your study, Dr. Richard Head has come
up with his own study to address this issue. He has 2 levels of the Relationship variable (Don't
Know Each Other vs. Know Each Other) and 3 levels of the Number of Bystanders (10, 20, and
30). He decides to use an independent groups design, so it's a 2x3 independent groups design. He
uses the time to intervene in the altercation as his dependent variable. If the participant hasn’t
responded after 10 minutes, that person is given a score of 10. Below is a partially completed
course table from his study. Complete the source table and then analyze the data as completely as
you can. [25 pts]
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3. Remember that I mentioned the Huck & Sandler book that provides short synopses of flawed
studies that were actually published? Well, here’s one of them:

Most bumper stickers that we see around town these days tend to be fairly mild in content (“I
brake for animals”; “Don’t laugh, your daughter might be in this van”). It was not too long ago,
however, that bumper stickers were more political and considerably more hostile in their tone,
such as “America, love it or leave it” and “Off the pigs.” In the late 1960s this last slogan was
associated in part with members of the Black Panther Party—a group that had a history of violent
encounters with the police, particularly in California. After receiving complaints of police
harassment in the form of traffic citations from black students in his class, one college professor
decided to look further into the issue.

Through campus advertising, 45 possible participants were selected and then screened to
yield the final group of 15, including 5 black, 5 white, and 5 Chicano students, all with excellent
driving records. There were three males and two females in each group. The students’ own cars
were inspected for safety violations, declared satisfactory, and then used in the study after the
application of a Day-glo orange Black Panther sticker. The students all promised to drive safely
and went off into the world. Within 17 days they had rolled up a total of 33 citations. Lest you
worry unduly, a fund of $500 had been set aside to pay the accumulated fines—the depletion of
the fund marking the end of the study.

The students made no attempt to talk the police officers out of issuing the tickets, nor did
they go to court to protest the citations. According to the author, their encounters with the police
“ranged from affable and ‘standard polite’ to surly” (p. 29), with an occasional search being
made of the vehicle. No relationships to race, sex, ethnicity, or personal appearance to number of
citations were found.

The professor and the students took the results as evidence of unconstitutional violation
of civil rights. How would you judge this case? [10 pts]



4. Several social psychologists (Helmrich, Aronson, & LeFan, 1970) examined the effects of
seeing a person commit a social blunder. The participants were divided into three conditions on
the basis of their self-esteem scores (Low, Medium, High). Some participants in each self-esteem
group saw a competent person accidentally spill a cup of coffee on the floor (Spill). The other
participants saw the competent person in the same situation but not spilling the coffee (No Spill).
All participants were asked to indicate how much they liked the person on a 20-point scale (20 =
like a lot). Below is a partially completed source table from this study. Complete the source table
and then interpret the results as completely as you can. [25 pts]


